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Abstract:

“Yaoi” (“YA-O-EE”) narratives, which largely depict romantic and sexual relationships

between male characters from popular television shows, movies and books, have proven to be

enormously popular among an audience consisting primarily of young heterosexual women

and teenage girls in both Japan and the western world alike. Yaoi texts, much like their

western “Slash” equivalents, are not only consumed by this demographic but extensively

produced by female-dominated fandoms in the spirit of proactive fan culture. Consequently,

the appeal of male romance and homosexual sex in Yaoi/Slash media to straight women is a

curiosity which has attracted sizeable academic commentary. One of the most notable themes

raised by researchers is the supposedly empowering effect of Yaoi/Slash, which is an

argument that can be broken into two sub-themes: a) empowerment is derived from women’s

use of Yaoi/Slash narratives as “revenge” on men by feminising male bodies in appearance,

personality and treatment by other men, and b) the formation of online fandoms dedicated to

the consumption, creation and distribution of Yaoi/Slash narratives empowers female fans by

enabling them to express and channel their inner desires, creativity and sexuality.



The aim of this thesis is to challenge both aspects of the argument for empowerment, on the

grounds that the conceptual nature of such claims must take into account actual fan practices

and community politics at the risk of over-idealising Yaoi/Slash fandoms as hubs of

unrestricted expression and experimentation. Rather, it will be demonstrated that a) the

practice of fan negotiation and b) mainstream perceptions of the Yaoi/Slash genre and its

female fans, are not entirely compatible with the points raised in favour of empowerment,

highlighting a need to bridge academic commentary with practical application. To support

these claims, this thesis will draw upon samples of fan dialogue from various online

communities, and a specific case study Yaoi fandom originating from the 2003 Playstation 2

role-playing-game, Star Ocean 3: Till the End of Time.
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1.0: Introduction – “Yaoi” &amp; “Slash”

“Yaoi” is a general umbrella term used to describe Japanese cultural products such as novels,

comics, fan fiction, art, animated series and video games which centre on themes of boy love

(“BL”). Yaoi narratives are characterised by sexual interaction between male characters

ranging from softcore to explicit, and are usually written with an emphasis on sexual acts as

opposed to deep and meaningful plots. This may account for the origin of “Yaoi” as an

acronym derived from a series of Japanese phrases meaning “no climax” (yama nishi), “no

punch line” (ochi nashi) and “no meaning” (imi nashi) (Vincent 2007, p. 64).

Inevitably, Yaoi invites comparisons with western “Slash” culture. The two genres are

remarkably similar to the point where Yaoi is displacing Slash as a catch-all term which alerts

the audience to BL content, most likely due to the immense popularity of Japanese manga and

anime among BL fans (James n.d). Both Yaoi and Slash narratives emerged in the 1970s but

differ on points of origin: according to Jenkins (1992, p. 187), Slash originated as a fan genre

of writing in the early 1970s when fans in the Star Trek fandom began to voice the possibility

of emotional and romantic connections between the male characters, Kirk and Spock. In time,

Slash expanded to incorporate other television fandoms such as Starksy and Hutch, Miami

Vice and The Professionals, with Slash fans connecting with each other and sharing fanfiction

through fan-published “Zines” sold at conventions.

In contrast, the creation of Yaoi poetry, illustrated stories and graphic novels featuring

“beautiful boys” (bishounen) gained steady momentum in Japan throughout the 70s with the

emergence of influential female artists who took Shoujo manga (“girl comics”) in a

homoerotic direction (McHarry 2003, pp. 6-7). The development of Yaoi has also been

marked by greater mainstream recognition than Slash due to the greater scale of the former

when it comes to being seen by the public eye (Thorn 2004, p. 173). As observed by

McLelland (2001b, pp. 6-7), a large portion of Yaoi texts are created at a grass-roots level on

top of hundreds of commercially produced titles being released each year due to mainstream

publishers capitalising on appeal and demand. The “Gay Boom” which hit Japanese media in

the early 90s was also critical in cultivating images and stories of BL across multiple

mediums ranging from not only manga comics, but documentaries, dramas and film, many of

which are exported and translated into English for audiences in the Western world.

In comparison, Slash fans have traditionally been the subject of contempt by fans who

considered Slash writing to be a violation of the original author’s intended characterisations
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(Jenkins 1992, p. 187). This is possibly due to Western notions of homophobia and stricter

intellectual property laws than that which are imposed in Japan (Thorn 2004, p. 173).

Although Yaoi only came to the fore as an actual genre in the 70s, BL in the Japanese

consciousness and creative arts has a history which extends as far back at the 1920s, coupled

with a greater tolerance for depictions of the body, sexual acts and violence – all staple

themes in Japanese manga (McHarry 2003, p. 6).

Finally, Yaoi and Slash texts differ in terms of flexibility. Slash narratives traditionally

require justification of compatibility between two same-sex characters in a fandom.1 Famous

Slash pairings such as Kirk/Spock, Morse/Lewis and Bodie/Doyle are based on pre-existing

foundations of a close friendship and/or partnership between the male characters which can be

evolved by fans into a romantic bond. For example, Cicioni’s exploration of Inspector Morse

and The Professionals fandoms reveals the tendency of Slash fans to base their interest in a

Slash pairing on “signs of intimacy and closeness present in some episodes” which can be

“read and reconstructed” into emotional and sexual relations (1998, p. 158). Yaoi narratives

may travel this path, but they can also be built from the ground-up with original characters,

worlds and plots as indicated by titles in the Yaoi market which are unique stories in their

own right set apart from any fandom. Consequently, Yaoi does not necessarily suffer from the

“self consciousness” of Slash texts and “may indulge everything” (Youssef 2004, p. 13).

Although Yaoi and Slash emerged in slightly different ways, and at times differ in pretext, BL

narratives for either genre are characterised by a common trait: readership for these narratives

were – and remain – “overwhelmingly female” in nature (Nagaike 2003, p. 76). Due to the

homoerotic elements present in either a Yaoi or Slash text, most heterosexual men cannot

create and consume these texts without feeling as though they are “undermining the very

basis of their masculinity” (McLelland 2000a, p. 289). Moreover, according to Salmon &amp;

Symons (2003, p. 82) the formulaic parallels of Yaoi/Slash narratives with the structure of

commercial romance novels indicates that they are very much aimed at a female audience. A

Yaoi/Slash product can thus be described as “an example of narrative pornography directed at

female readers” due to the often explicit homoerotic sexual acts described and depicted in

these texts (Nagaike 2003, p 77).



It should be noted that “Slash” is a broader descriptive term than “Yaoi”, in that “Slash” can also be used to

describe a female/female romantic pairing, while Yaoi is confined exclusively to male/male romance. In the

context of this thesis however, the term “Slash” is used in conjunction with Yaoi, and thus with fandoms

dedicated to same sex relationships between male personas.

1
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Therefore, the focus of this thesis will be primarily on female Yaoi/Slash fandoms in

accordance with literature which has been written in order to situate Yaoi/Slash in a

theoretical, feminist framework. Although at first blush it may seem an oddity for homoerotic

romance to be immensely popular amongst a female readership which extends around the

globe, it is not the intention of this thesis to question why girls derive enjoyment from

envisioning boys on boys. The personal motivations of the audience, such as social context

and peer influences, are too far and between to formulate an absolute conclusion that can

account for the appeal of the phenomenon. Rather, the particular stance argued for herein

responds to academics who have attempted to probe the deeper significance of BL by framing

such narratives in the context of female empowerment. Arguably, this approach lends itself to

overly idealistic assumptions about the working practices of female Yaoi/Slash fans due to

disregard for the internal mechanisms of their fandom communities.



Drawing upon fan fictions and fan opinions from a case study Yaoi fandom, it will be

demonstrated that female Yaoi fans strive to exclude the female subject in Yaoi narratives in

favour of staying true to the pre-written masculinity of the male characters. Additionally the

reality of silence among female Yaoi fans as a result of oppression from external sources will

be explored. Both “exclusion” and “silence” are counter productive to the notion of

“empowerment”, the latter which will be defined and discussed in the context of Yaoi/Slash

culture in the following section.
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1.1: “Empowerment…”

“To understand that no one has or can have your power, that it remains in you no matter how forbidden you feel

it to be, means defying the patriarchal taboo… it means engaging in a direct public confrontation with the

patriarchy embodied in men and men’s institutions” (Russ 1985, p. 53).



According to Penley (1992, p. 484), Yaoi/Slash fandoms are generally regarded as being

“highly self-reflexive and self-critical” of the patriarchal order, and consequently have been

described in various “empowering” terms by academic observers. “Empowerment”, in the

context of feminist writings, is distanced from masculine power which takes the form of

“domination” which coerces others to submit to one’s will, and leads men towards

seeking ”hierarchal control” which inhibits growth in the female subject (Held 1993, p. 136).

In contrast, Hoagland (1988, p. 118) believes empowerment can be understood to be a

creative force, or a “power-from-within” which takes on a dual function with the introduction

of the female element – to be empowered sees an individual graced with “ability, choice and

engagement”, but due to women’s unique experiences as mothers and caregivers, the

empowered female also has the capacity to empower others by fostering transformative

growth (Held 1993, p. 137).

Hence, if to be an “empowered” woman means being able to utilise one’s potential for self

development and expression while also encouraging these traits in their peers, how have

academics applied this definition to demonstrate the cultural significance of Yaoi/Slash

narratives?



1.2: Toy Boys

The proactive characteristic of Yaoi/Slash fandoms has been defined by Jenkins as “textual

poaching”, but far from simply being about reclaiming media materials for one’s own

purposes, Jenkins suggests this practice also provides a platform for commentary by allowing

women to “explore both their desires for alternative modes of masculinity” and “their fears

about the limitations of contemporary gender relations” (1992, p. 221). This conclusion rings

particularly true for Yaoi theorists, due to the greater extremes which Yaoi fans have been

willing to go to in their experimentation with the genre.2 Suzuki, in tracing the history of Yaoi,

Controversial anime and manga sub-categories which may incorporate Yaoi themes includes “Shota” (the

depiction of very young boys in sexual situations), “Guro” (sexual acts combined with repulsive subject matter,

such as cannibalism, death and bodily fluids), and “S&amp;M” (sexual activity characterised by themes of dominance,

humiliation and non-consent.)

2
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